
F. No. 1/25(02)/2022-R.V 
 

RECRUITMENT-V SECTION 
 

Name of 
the post 

Recruitment to 8 (eight) (OBC – 2, EWS – 1, UR - 05) 
including 02-PwBD posts of Deputy Director of Mines 
Safety (Electrical), Directorate General of Mines Safety, 
Ministry of Labour and Employment. 

Advt. No. 06/2022 
Vacancy 

No. 
22030601526 

Essential 
Qualification 

(EQ) 

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
(A). EDUCATIONAL:  Degree in Electrical Engineering 
from a recognized University/Institution or pass in 
Section A and Section B of the Associate Membership 
Examination in Electrical Engineering branch from 
Institution of Engineers (India). 

 
(B). EXPERIENCE: Ten years’ professional experience in 
generation, transmission or distribution of Electricity or 
Maintenance of electrical equipment (including at least 
two years’ experience in Electrical Engineering in direct 
relation to plant and equipment used in mining). 
 

Desirable 
Qualification

Post-Graduate Degree in Electrical Engineering from a 
recognized University /Institution. 

Criteria 
adopted for 
shortlisting 

the 
candidates 

PwBD EQ-A+EQ-B  
OBC EQ-A+EQ-B  
EWS EQ-A+EQ-B 
UR EQ-A+EQ-B enhanced to 12 years and above. 

Modalities 

i) Scrutiny has been done online, first on the basis of 
the report generated by the computer system as per the 
information filled up/ claims made therein by the 
candidates in their online application and thereafter by 
scrutiny of the supporting documents uploaded along with 
the same only in respect of candidates whose applications 
are prima-facie found eligible on the basis of information 
filled up/ claims made by them in the online applications. 
 
ii) Only the Experience claimed in the On-line 
Recruitment Application (ORA) have been considered as 
experience for scrutiny and certificates attached without 
its reference in the Experience column of the ORA have 
not been considered. 
iii) Degree in Electrical Engineering from a recognized 
University/Institution has been considered as relevant   
EQ ‘A’. 



 
iv) AMIE (Institution of Engineers) degree Regd. upto 
31.05.2013 in the relevant discipline has    been   
considered as relevant EQ- ‘A’ (Education Qualification) 
and the candidates who have enrolled on or after 
01.06.2013 for AMIE have not been considered for the 
post. 

 
v) The candidates who have neither 
produced the mark sheet nor degree of the essential 
educational qualifications and SC / ST / OBC Certificate 
in prescribed format have been shortlisted provisionally 
subject to production of the complete relevant documents. 

 
vi) Guest faculty/part time/Apprentice work/Research 
work/Internship period/Trade certificate as a proof of 
Experience has not been considered as relevant and 
rejected as “Incomplete category”. 

 
vii) Applications wherein the experience claimed by the 
candidates in their online applications as essential 
experience are not relevant, have been rejected under LEQ 
B [Lacking Essential Qualification-B (experience)] 
category. 

 
viii) Candidates falling inside the  consideration zone on  
account of their total claimed experience but having 
relevant experience as calculated during scrutiny less 
than the enhanced experience but greater than the 
essential experience have been rejected under LEC 
(Lacking Enhanced Criteria) category. 

 
ix) Candidates having claimed experience less than the 
enhance criteria i.e. less than 12 years have not been 
taken under the consideration zone and have been rejected 
under LEC (Lacking Enhanced Criteria) category. 

 
x) Experience certificates are to be in prescribed 
proforma. However, wherever the applicants have not 
submitted experience certificates in prescribed proforma, 
their experience certificates have been considered on merit 
if all the requisite information is available therein. 

 
xi) Appointment letters, office orders, resignation 
letters, pay certificates, service certificates and the 
certificates attested by the candidates themselves or self- 

 
employment certificates have not been considered as proof 
of experience. Such candidates have also been considered 



as lacking relevant experience and rejected under 
‘Incomplete’ category. 

 
xii)   Experience Certificates without clearly specifying 
the nature of duties have also not been considered and 
rejected as ‘Incomplete’.  Similarly, applicants who 
claimed relevant experience but the EC attached in 
support of that is not of the entire duration claimed or do 
not support the claim made are also rejected as   
“Incomplete.” 

 
xiii) Experience possessed in the relevant fields specified 
in the advertisement has been taken into account. If 
experience is not in the relevant field as specified in 
Recruitment Rules and advertisement of the post or the 
calculated relevant experience is less than the essential 
period as specified in the Recruitment Rules, such 
candidates have been rejected under “LEQ-B”. Only the 
time period of relevant experience, for which EC indicating 
the requisite/relevant experience have been considered.  
Applicants who claimed relevant experience but the EC 
attached in support of that do not support the claim made 
are also rejected as “Incomplete.” 

 
xiv) Some of the candidates can be rejected under more 
than one category.  They have been rejected under the 
category considered as most appropriate. 

 
Note:- Modalities are decided by the Commission on a 

case to case basis. 

Shortlist
ed Roll 
no. and 
Rejected 
Roll No. 

To be called for interview: 
Roll  Nos: 
019,   023,   027,   032,   038,  057,  060,  65/66,  101,  
106,   137,   143,   147,  148,   152,  175,   190,  200, 
217,   218,   223,   227,  232,   239,   254,   256,  278, 
281,   290,   291,   312,   330,   349,   350,   351,  359, 
383,   386,   389,   391,   395,   397,   401,   405,  407, 
410,   415,   424,  425,   427,   428,   430,   439,   442, 
443 

 (55 Candidates/ 56 Applications) 
Roll Nos. of 
candidates 
not 
shortlisted 

Rejection 
Category 

Roll Nos. 

LEQ A 102,    398,  446 
(03 Candidates) 

 
LEQ B 
 

002, 005, 008, 010, 012, 017, 018, 020, 
025, 026, 029, 039, 053, 055/056, 058,  
067, 068,  075, 091, 109, 127, 132, 133, 
135, 150, 158, 161, 163, 168, 169, 178, 



188, 201, 204, 205, 210, 220, 222, 229, 
230, 236, 240, 250, 262, 270, 282, 283, 
288, 295, 300, 301, 309, 319, 320,  329,  
331,  333, 352, 354, 356, 360, 361, 362, 
363, 364, 367, 368, 370, 375, 376, 380, 
384, 387, 388, 390, 392, 399, 400, 412, 
414,  416, 418, 419, 420, 429, 434, 444, 
445 

(88 candidates/ 89 applications) 
 

Incomplete 
 

003, 011, 033, 036, 037, 043, 044, 052, 
062, 064, 074, 076, 084, 089, 094, 100, 
105, 108, 116, 118, 126, 141, 142, 157, 
180, 181, 189, 199, 206, 215, 221, 226,  
228, 265, 271, 273, 298, 299, 303, 310, 
328, 339, 343, 346, 347, 353, 357, 358, 
365, 371, 372, 373, 374, 377, 378, 381, 
385, 393, 394, 396, 402, 403, 404, 406,  
408, 409, 417, 422, 423, 426, 432, 433, 
435, 436, 437 

(75 candidates) 
Overage 054, 087, 129/130, 246, 308, 314 

 
(06 Candidates/07 applications) 

LEC  063, 070, 095, 160, , 209, 244/245, 287 
 (07 Candidates/08 applications) 

 
and all the remaining candidates whose 
roll nos. have not been mentioned above.  

 
 
Two out of eight vacancies,  are reserved for candidates belonging to 
category of Persons with Benchmark Disability (PwBD) viz. Autism, 
Intellectual Disability, Specific Learning Disability and Mental Illness with 
disability i.e. Specific Learning Disability (SLD).  No candidate has applied 
in PwBD category. The recruitment process to fill 02-PwBD vacancy has 
become infructuous at scrutiny stage. By virtue of 02-PwBD vacancy 
becoming infructuous, 02-UR vacancies have been kept unfilled. 
 
As the only EWS candidate applied against 01-EWS vacancy has not been 
found eligible. The recruitment process to fill 01-EWS vacancy has 
become infructuous at scrutiny stage. 
 
Legends: 

(i) LEQ (A) : Lacking Essential Qualification (Educational). 
(ii) LEQ (B) : Lacking Essential Qualification (Experience). 
(iii) LEC  : Lacking Enhance Criteria 

 



NOTE1: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE HAS BEEN FIXED FROM 22.04.2024 
TO 25.04.2024. 

NOTE 2:  NO FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE ON THE SUBJECT WILL 
BE ENTERTAINED. 

 
 
 

Under Secretary(R.V) 
 

  


